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Abstract: The Smart campus is a concept of an education institute using technologies, such as information
systems, internet of things (IoT), and context-aware computing, to support learning, teaching,
and administrative activities. Classrooms are important building blocks of a school campus.
Therefore, a feasible architecture for building and running smart classrooms is essential for a smart campus.
However, most studies related to the smart classroom are focused on studying or addressing particular
technical or educational issues, such as networking, AI applications, lecture quality, and user responses
to technology. In this study, an architecture for building and running context-aware smart classrooms is
proposed. The proposed architecture consists of three parts including a prototype of a context-aware
smart classroom, a model for technology integration, and supporting measures for the operation of
smart classrooms in this architecture. The classroom prototype was designed based on our study
results and a smart classroom project in Ming Chuan University (MCU). The integration model was
a layered model uses Raspberry Pi in the bottom layer of the model to integrate underlying technologies
and provide application interfaces to the higher layer applications for the ease of building context-aware
smart classroom applications. As a result, application interfaces were implemented using Raspberry Pi
based on the proposed technology integration model, and a context-aware energy-saving smart classroom
application was implemented based on the proposed classroom prototype and the implemented web
application interface. The result shows that, in terms of technology, the proposed architecture is feasible
for building context-aware smart classrooms in smart campuses.

Keywords: smart classroom; smart campus; IoT; IoRT; Context-Aware; energy saving

1. Introduction

Classroom is a space for teaching and learning. A general classroom usually has a blackboard,
a lectern, tables, and chairs. To make classroom activities more efficient, education institutes have
been continuously deploying electronic products, such as microphone, projector, video camera,
and computer, into classrooms during the last few decades. Today, a projection system connected
to a computer with Internet access is already a basic requirement for classrooms in Taiwan. The next
step for education institutes to enhance the functionality of classrooms shall be the introduction of
the “Smart Classroom.” With digital native students who are born and raised in an environment full
of smart devices and multi-media, learning patterns of the current students need to be understood for
developing suitable teaching methods. Like publishing and television network companies, institutes in
the education service industry, including colleges and universities, need certain transformation to survive
in this digital revolution era. Smart classroom can be a bridge to the future for education institutes.
With smart classrooms, teaching methods and learning tools can be enhanced by current and emerging
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technologies. Researchers and teachers can evaluate teaching and learning performance with the data
collected by facilities deployed in the smart classroom. Furthermore, smart classrooms are an important
foundation of a smart campus. Smart campus is a concept of upgrading a campus environment in
various aspects with emerging technologies. In Referece [1], 29 studies were reviewed to identify features,
technologies, and applications of a smart campus. The authors state that elements such as internet of
things (IoT), cloud computing, wireless network, mobile terminal, and radio-frequency identification
(RFID) were essential parts in a smart campus. However, universities in different countries may focus
on different smart campus topics. The Joint Information Systems Committee [2] (JISC) in the United
Kingdom has released a research work focused on topics related to intelligent campus [3]. The key points
of the concept of intelligent campus are: [3]

• The availability of connected devices and sensors
• The ability to collect, store, and process data
• An understanding of what the data is and how it can be used
• A set of goals to benefit the recipients in making use of the data

In Reference [4], a smart campus framework was proposed for African universities.
Technologies elements in the proposed framework in Reference [4] are:

• Mobile and web applications;
• Intelligent systems and technologically advanced devices;
• Data analysis and decision Support;
• Storage and backup;
• Connectivity;
• Cyber security;
• Platforms.

In Reference [5], an energy conservation smart campus framework was proposed to develop
an IoT-enabled energy conservation system for Covenant University and communities in Nigeria.
In Reference [6], works related to the use of IoT devices in smart campus are discussed. Major smart campus
applications, such as intelligent buildings, campus smart grids, learning environments, waste and water
management, car parking and charging, and RFID access control were identified. In summary, the smart
classroom is a concept related to utilizing information and communication technologies to produce
a superior teaching and learning environment. Computing concepts such as sensor network, internet of
things, context-aware computing, ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, data mining and artificial
intelligence are often mentioned while discussing topics about smart classroom. In addition to technical
issues, studies related to smart classroom are often associated with education and school management issues.

In this work, we propose a context-aware smart classroom architecture for building and running
smart classrooms in higher education institutes. The most significance part of this work is the proposed
context-aware smart classroom architecture. The architecture is designed based on the results of
the study presented in Section 1.1 and the ongoing smart campus project of Ming Chuan University
in Taiwan. In the proposed architecture, essential elements of a context-aware smart classroom are
defined based on our study results, including a novel technology integration model for building
and managing multiple smart classrooms in the university campus, and supporting measures for
physically implementing the model. In this work, the Raspberry Pi (RPi), a small and affordable
computer for learning computer programming [7], is used as the major device for smart classroom
control. Our study shows that architecture for massively building, maintaining, and integrating smart
classrooms with a campus-wide view, a novel model, and learning based smart classrooms design has
not appeared in previous studies.

As a result, the way of implementing each component of the proposed architecture are discussed in
detail and are demonstrated with examples in this work. The remaining part of this study is organized
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as follows. The related works are reviewed in the following subsections of this section. The components
of the proposed architecture, including a context-aware smart classroom prototype, a technology
integration model, and the supporting measures for smart classroom operations, are described in
Section 2. The implementations to prove the concepts of the proposed architecture are demonstrated in
Section 3. Discussions and conclusions are given in Section 4.

1.1. Background and Related Works

Studies related to this study are reviewed in this section. Studies related to different topics,
including classroom environment, context-aware, energy issues, and Ming Chuan University (MCU)
Smart Classroom Project, are reviewed in the following four subsections respectively.

1.1.1. Physical Environment and Smart Classrooms

Some research works focus on taking a smart classroom as a tool to measure lecture quality.
In [8], authors use sensors to retrieve features, such as noise level, CO2 level, temperature, humidity,
lecturers’ voice, and lecturers’ motion, in smart classrooms. Collected data are evaluated by various
classification algorithms. The result shows that CO2 level, temperature, humidity, and noise level
are the main environmental factors that affect lecture quality. The relationship between physical
environment and students’ focus during lectures was analyzed in [9]. The level of CO2, temperature,
air pressure, humidity, noise, and lecturer’s voice were collected with IoT devices. The analysis
shows that the level of CO2, the average value of the absolute deviations of the received noise,
and the combination of temperature and humidity have a significant impact on students’ focus.
In Reference [10], the relationship between students’ perceived effectiveness of educational technologies,
learning motivation, participation, and learning outcome was discussed. The analysis shows that, in
the smart classroom, the relationship between students’ learning outcome and participation was positive
while motivation and perceived effectiveness of technologies were not related to students’ learning
outcome. Responses from students related to cold temperature, seat number, classroom location,
chair design, relaxing atmosphere reflected that physical environment was an important factor to be
considered in smart classroom design [10]. In Reference [11], history changes in classroom design were
reviewed and various kinds of new classroom design projects in higher education institutes in the US,
such as Student-Centered Active Learning Environment for Undergraduate Programs (SCALE-UP) of
the North Carolina State University, Technology Enabled Active Learning (TEAL) of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Active Learning Classrooms (ALC) of the University of Minnesota, were also
reviewed. Questionnaire surveys about the effects of ALC were conducted in Reference [11]. The result
shows that in traditional classroom seating positions discriminate students’ learning experiences,
and ALC did not produce positional discrimination. In Reference [12], a web survey about the Future
Classroom Lab (FCL) [13] by European Schoolnet [14] was applied. Learning zones [15], such as interact,
present, develop, investigate, create, and exchange, were designed in FCLs for different kinds of goals.
The result shows that the physical space of the FCL is perceived as positive. In Reference [16], a teaching
model based on smart classroom for financial accounting courses was proposed. Five dimensions,
including showing, manageable, accessible, real-time interactive, and testing, of smart classrooms
are summarized. Environment factors, such as air, sound, color, smell, light, temperature, humidity,
attendance, monitoring, were also summarized in Reference [16].

As a summary, classroom design, such as seat arrangement, and environmental factors, such as CO2

level and temperature, were related to teaching and learning quality. Therefore, classroom seat design
and environment factors were taken as essential elements of the proposed smart classroom architecture.

1.1.2. Technologies in Smart Classrooms

Software, models, and architectures have been proposed or used in previous studies to address
smart classrooms related issues. In Reference [17], a multi-agent software framework called “The Open
Agent Architecture (OAA)” [18] was used to build a classroom with two smart on-wall interactive
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boards for tele-education. In Referece [19], an infrastructure named “Smart Platform” was proposed to
resolve communication issues between agents for tele-education application. In Referece [20] a system
named “Network Education Ware (NEW)” [21] was proposed to address network bandwidth issues
by adopting open source software applications. In Reference [22], a middleware named CAMPS
was proposed. For addressing context-aware issues for distance learning and key factors of a smart
classroom, such as user, location, time, activity, service, environment, and platform, are defined
in the context structure of [22]. In Reference [23], a synchronized distance learning system named
“Open Smart Classroom” was proposed and web service technology is used for providing functions
such as remote software control, file upload, and adding new remote classrooms, including mobile
devices, to a synchronize live course.

Important technical features in different types of smart classrooms are also discussed in previous
studies. In Reference [24], key factors of a smart classroom, such as voice recognition, computer vision,
software for remote students, interactive media board, voice recognition, computer vision, live video,
and pervasive computing, are clearly stated. The Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is wildly
used in various kinds of applications such as door security, personnel management, transportations,
and digital wallets. In Reference [25], the authors developed a smart classroom system based on
near-field communication (NFC), which is a variation of RFID. The proposed system is used to perform
student attendance management function and real-time interactive function, the result shows that
the interactive functions have positive impacts on students’ learning attitudes. Interactive whiteboard
technology (IWBT) is an important feature in smart classrooms. In Refrence [26], studies related to
the effect of using IWBT and user responses are reviewed. The result shows that IWBT is an appropriate
teaching tool in certain conditions. Advantages and disadvantages of IWBT are also described in
Reference [26], Technical problems and misconfigurations of hardware can be a major reason for user
dissatisfaction. In Reference [27], authors state that large projected displays have good impacts on
student groups’ internal interactions and collaborations and help teachers to observe the state of
the whole class. In Reference [28], the learning outcome of technology-rich classrooms and multi-media
classrooms is analyzed. As a result, wireless display and shared screens for students in the classroom are
crucial for sharing learning outcomes and promoting interaction. And in Reference [29], authors state
that digital natives are reliant on using graphics for communication. Although teachers may not feel
comfortable with cameras and video-recording devices [26], these devices are necessary for distance
learning, course content producing, and presentation live streaming. In Reference [30], a survey on
role of IoT in education, items such as interactive whiteboards, tablets and mobile devices, 3-D printers,
eBooks, student ID cards, temperature sensors, security cameras, electric lighting, attendance tracking
systems and wireless door locks, are listed as common IoT devices in smart classroom. Challenges for
integrating IoT and education, such as security and privacy, reliable Wi-Fi connection, management
issues, and cost are also stated in Reference [28]. In Reference [31], a case of using augmented
reality in smart classroom was discussed. The result shows that criteria of motivation, learning curve,
and memorization of the students in the experimental team are improved. In Reference [32], a system for
giving in-class presenter real-time suggestions to improve the quality of the presentation based on deep
learning-based emotion recognition was proposed. The proposed system in Reference [32] demonstrates
a novel smart classroom application. However, the application needs lots of computation resource.
Thus, a backend high-performance cloud service is needed for this application. In Reference [33],
a framework is proposed to perform learning analytics tasks in a smart classroom. The communications
between components are based on Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Web Services. Web services
can be registered, discovered, and invoked by agents. A middleware named AmICL (Ambient
Intelligence and Cloud Learning), is used for objects in the smart classroom to adjust behavior
according to the context, and the requirements of the users. The learning analytic example in
Reference [33] demonstrates the process of recognizing students, supervise learning process, apply
analytic tasks, recommend learning resources, identify communities of students, reinforce concepts
with AR technology, predict learning performance, and evaluate the quality of learning resources.
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In Reference [34], a model for solving the performance issue of location-aware application in smart
classrooms is proposed. In Reference [35], a storage management system is proposed to improve
energy consumption and performance in smart classroom multi-media applications.

In Reference [36], Preference Instrument of Smart Classroom Learning Environments (PI-SCLE)
is proposed for understanding students’ preferences toward the smart classroom. According to
the instrument documentation of Reference [36], communication with others, idea sharing,
enough workspace, classroom atmosphere, flexible furniture arrangements, interactive visual displays,
multiple small group discussions, wireless connectivity, user-friendly learning tools, present learning
topics in various ways, share contents with digital devices, face-to-face digital instruction, are topics
that should be considered while building a smart classroom. As a summary, smart classrooms may
be used as a tool or target to do education-related study, technology-related factors are positive for
learning outcome, and technology problems may cause user dissatisfaction. Therefore, technologies
matters to learning activities and the ways for building, integrating, and maintaining a massive amount
of smart classrooms are included in the proposed architecture.

Technologies and devices used in this work, including Raspberry Pi, Python, Flask, PHP, MariaDB,
RFID, RS232, and RS485 are briefly addressed as follows:

• Raspberry Pi [7]: Raspberry Pi Foundation, which is a UK-based charity, starts to build a series of
low-cost, high-performance palm-size computer boards for teaching computer-related subjects
since 2012. Raspberry Pi single board computers become very popular because of its price, quality,
compatibility, documentation, and community support. In our proposed model, Raspberry Pi
is used to integrate hardware devices, which have various kinds of interfaces, and provide web
application interfaces for high-level applications.

• Python [37]: Python is a very popular general purpose computer programming language.
The official operating system of Raspberry Pi provides a built-in python development environment,
and official documents of Raspberry Pi provide a massive amount of example of using Python
to get things done. Therefore, Python is used in this work to develop device control procedures
and web application interfaces on Raspberry Pi boards.

• Flask [38]: Flask is one of the most popular Python web application frameworks. With Flask,
which is a lightweight framework, things are simple, and developers can start to build
web applications without installing many packages and configuration. Therefore, prototype
implementation and proof of concepts can be done quickly, and researchers start to use Flask in
research projects [39–47] in recent years. In this study, we use Flask as the web framework to build
web application interfaces in Python on Raspberry Pi computers.

• PHP [48]: PHP, which stands for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, is one of the most popular
general-purpose scripting languages for server-side web application development. PHP is capable
of processing heavy-duty web transactions, and according to [49], many important websites,
such as Facebook, Wikipedia, Yahoo, and WordPress, are using PHP as the major back-end web
technology. In this study, PHP is used in the central web server to build applications on top of
the web application interfaces provided by the Raspberry Pi computers, which are located in
smart classrooms.

• MariaDB [50]: MariaDB is one of the most popular open-source relational database management
system (RDBMS) in the world. It’s forked from MySQL [51] and guaranteed to stay open source.
MariaDB intends to maintain high compatibility with MySQL. Therefore, a large number of PHP
web applications can switch the back-end database from MySQL to MariaDB without much code
modification. In this study, MariaDB is installed on the central web server and used as the back-end
database to support PHP web applications.

• RFID: RFID is a wireless communication technology that uses radio frequency (RF) waves
to transfer identifying information between tagged objects and readers without line of sight.
Passive RFID can track products in supply chains from the supplier to the distribution center,
warehouse, and point of sale [52]. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) has become one of
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the most widely used technologies in the world, and our life is full of RFID application, such as small
payments, transportation, car access control, and door access control. In this study, RFID tag is
used as the identification card in the door access control application.

• RS232 and RS485: RS232 and RS485 are standards defining the electrical characteristics in serial
communications systems. The RS-232 standard had been commonly used in computer serial ports
for connections to peripheral devices, such as modems, printers, computer mice, uninterruptible
power supplies. RS485 can be used effectively over long distances and in electrically noisy
environments. Multiple receivers may be connected to such a network in a linear, multidrop bus.
Therefore, RS485 is often used in industrial control systems [53,54]. In smart place applications,
most commercial controllable devices are providing control functions through RS485 and RS232.

In smart classrooms, devices such as air conditioner, projector, HDMI switch, and scrollable
projector screen need to be controlled through RS485, RS232, and other interfaces. A good method is
needed for handling the chaos situation when various kinds of devices with various kinds of control
interfaces are installed in hundreds of classrooms. However, the studies related to smart classrooms
reviewed in this sub-section are mostly focused on addressing or discussing particular education
or technology issues. Therefore, the proposed architecture is essential. A general smart classroom
requirement is clearly defined in the proposed smart classroom prototype, a layered technology
integration model, and support measures are proposed to minimize development and management
effort. With the proposed technology integration model, Raspberry Pi computers are used to connect
to devices with RS232 or RS485 directly in smart classrooms. Procedures to control those devices
are defined as Layer 1 device actions. The Layer 1 actions are implemented on Raspberry Pi
computers and are packed as Layer 2 basic operations, using Python and Flask, in forms of web
application interfaces. Therefore, with smart classrooms having different brand or model of the devices
installed, developers only need to implement Layer 1 device control procedures for different devices
and build corresponding Layer 2 basic operations. Procedures in Layer3 can launch Layer 2 smart
classroom operations of different smart classrooms, which may have different kinds of devices installed,
with unified command format.

1.1.3. Context-Aware and Energy Saving Related Studies

In Reference [55], important features about ambient intelligent computing including embedding,
personalized, adaptive, anticipatory are stated. Key factors in a smart learning environment,
such as context awareness, natural user interaction, seamless learning across contexts, collaborative
learning, are also stated. Technology factors such as GPS, location sensor, and RFID applications
are also described in Reference [55]. In Reference [56], a framework is proposed for smart city
applications. Three layers, including and IoT layer, a Fog layer, and a Cloud layer, are defined in
the proposed framework. IoT related applications are categorized into three types, which are IoT
based application, IoT and smartphone-based application, and smartphone as IoT based application.
The proposed framework uses three steps, including data collection, data preprocessing, and data
processing and analytics to manage the collected data. Two smart classroom related applications are
implemented based on Arduino [57]. As a summary, context awareness is an important factor for
a classroom to be “Smart.” Therefore, some factors related to context awareness will be included in
the proposed architecture.

In Reference [58], many energy operation models related to smart city are reviewed and classified
into five intervention areas: generation, storage, infrastructure, facilities, and transport. The authors
state that optimized operation and management can save 20% to 30% energy consumption of a building
without changing the structure or hardware configuration of the system. The authors also state
that a building must be an active participant in the power system, instead of being a passive
and unresponsive energy consumer, to achieve the desired energy objectives. In Reference [59],
a hierarchical decision-making strategy for the energy management of a smart city was proposed to
identify an optimal set of action plans for urban areas. The result shows that the proposed strategy in
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Reference [59] can improve city energy performances, by the given budget constraint, and deal with
complex problems including conflicting objectives and requirements, fragmented decision making,
and subsystem cross optimization. Some studies, such as References [60–62] are focused on addressing
issues related to district-level energy systems. In Reference [60], a multicommodity energy management
system was proposed to address flexibility and scalability issues with decentralized resource allocation
and load scheduling methods. The simulation result shows that the decentralized algorithm in
Reference [60] had similar performances compared to the centralized approach so improvements
in the usage of locally generated energy can be achieved. In Reference [61], a decentralized
resource allocation approach for sharing renewable energy among interconnected smart homes
is proposed. The simulation result shows that the proposed approach exploits the potential of
renewable energy source sharing. Therefore, the cost of individual user energy consumption can be
reduced. In Reference [62], an energy management was proposed to aggregate energy prosumers
in an energy district which has demand response availability. The simulation result shows that
the proposed scheme can reduce the reverse energy flow at night and reduce peak power in daytime
hours in energy districts. Some studies, such as [63–65] were focused on developing methods to
optimize energy management in building or home level. In Referece [63], a distributed optimization
algorithm for scheduling the energy activities in a microgrid was proposed. The users in the microgrid
have individually controllable loads, a common energy storage system, and a shared renewable energy
source. The result shows that, with the proposed algorithm, energy consumption costs can be reduced
by sharing energy storage. In Reference [64], an energy management platform for intelligent buildings
was developed. The platform was developed based on a commercial supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system from Siemens. The SCADA system used in Reference [64] can integrate
different technologies in modern buildings. A predictive controller and a communication channel to
the SCADA system are implemented. Simulation and experimental result shows that the proposed
platform optimizes the satisfaction of user explicit preferences, subjected to the constraints of energy
waste minimization. In Reference [65], a scheduling technique is proposed to manage electrical
activities in a smart home, which has controllable home appliances, storage devices, and energy
generators, for minimizing energy cost. Energy is produced from renewable and dispatchable sources.
The simulation result shows that the proposed approach in Reference [65] can exploit the local energy
generation and storage. Therefore, energy consumption costs can be reduced while complying with
customer energy needs.

In Reference [66], the energy efficiency of cyclic downtime control methods were evaluated,
and authors state that the best energy-saving efficiency was achieved by the mode of cycling
turning air conditioning units on for 15 min and off for 5 min. In Reference [67], a field survey
for energy consumption in university building was conducted in Korea. Factors including space usage,
construction year, orientation, shape factor, window area, shading devices, heating equipment, cooling
equipment, and lighting system were used as parameters to analyze potential energy consumption
characteristics of different buildings. Automatic standby power cutoff switches, reduction of power for
lightings, adjustment of indoor air temperature are selected as energy-saving strategies in Reference [67].
In Reference [67], the authors use automatic standby power cutoff switches to reduce 10% plug
load in energy-guzzling buildings. Authors also suggest that changing occupants’ behavior can
reduce building energy usage. In Reference [68], the authors state that the major electricity used
in the educational buildings was the lighting system, which consumes almost 42% of total energy.
In Reference [69], authors also state that light in classrooms is a significant portion of the energy
consumption is post-secondary education institutes. To discover the most common patterns in lighting
waste, a methodology based on data mining was proposed in Reference [69], the result shows that
the lights were turned on with no one in the monitored classroom for 10.6 h in an average day.
The authors of Reference [69] mentioned that occupancy-based lighting control systems, which are
based on turning the lights off when a state of no occupancy is detected in the monitored space,
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which is effective for reducing lighting energy waste. However, when the class schedule is dynamically
changing, the energy saving rules predefined based on a fixed schedule is no longer useful.

As a summary, lots of energy has been wasted in classrooms and energy waste in classrooms can
be greatly improved by correctly turning off unnecessary devices. Therefore, ways to save energy in
smart classroom are also included in the proposed architecture.

1.1.4. The MCU Smart Classroom Project

Ming Chuan University (MCU) [70] is an international university in North Taiwan. All classrooms
in MCU were turned into technology-rich classrooms before 2005. Every classroom in MCU has at least
one television connected to an internal closed circuit television (CCTV) system, a high-resolution
projector connected to a computer with an Internet connection, and a sound system with audio mixer
for sounds from microphone and the computer, and a security camera. The devices in classrooms are
controlled by software and hardware developed by MCU. In 2017 MCU starts a plan to start upgrading
the whole campus to smart campus with emerging technologies. The MCU Smart Classroom project is
a subproject of the smart campus plan. As a result, the first smart classroom construction in this project
is completed in spring 2018. Ming Chuan University has about 300 classrooms in Taipei and Taoyuan
campus; the number of occupants in a classroom is usually between 60 to 80. The MCU Smart Classroom
project is still ongoing, and the outcomes of this project are not published. Therefore, we review
the smart classroom design of this project in this sub-subsection to cite the outcome of the MCU Smart
Classroom project as an important foundation of this study. Essential devices, features and functions
of the smart classrooms in MCU are listed as follows:

• A 1080P laser projector
• Two large touch interactive boards
• Projector and interactive boards have wireless display capability for mobile devices
• Touch screen for the teacher computer
• RFID based Door access control
• A Wall mount digital information board for dynamic classroom schedule and other applications
• An AI service chatbot in the digital information board
• Almost all devices in this classroom can be controlled by a computer program
• Sensors for collecting environment parameters
• Environment parameters are monitored, and devices’ operations in this classroom will be triggered

by certain environment parameters
• All chairs for students are swivel tablet chairs for different types of lecturing and group discussion.
• All light sets can be controlled individually
• Several predefined classroom modes, which are combinations of control actions to lights, projector,

projector screen, and interactive boards, are provided for users to control multiple classroom
devices in one click for different classroom scenarios

• All the devices can be controlled in this classroom can be controlled by teachers computer
and mobile phone

• Predefined classroom modes can be triggered by voice and classroom schedule

Smart classrooms provide convenient functions and advanced features to support teaching
and learning activities. A smart classroom contains many devices. A simple device control operation
may related to control various kinds of technologies. Therefore, when a school-wide smart campus
plan is ongoing, and many technology-rich classrooms are about to be upgraded to the smart classroom,
an architecture for integrating various kinds of underlying technologies is needed in terms of technology,
cost, and resource administration.
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1.1.5. IoT, Fog and Cloud Computing

According to Reference [71], Internet of Things (IoT) is an infrastructure enabling advanced service
by interconnecting physical and virtual things based on information and communication technologies.
Internet of Things devices are one of the key elements to give an environment computation ability
such as context awareness. A smart classroom is a classroom with many IoT devices. With IoT device,
actions such as sensing, actuation, and data capture can be performed in smart places. Internet of
Things devices are often designed to cooperate with cloud services. Cloud computing is a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources [72]. With cloud services, smart places can perform complex computation,
such as facial recognition applications, without installing high-performance computing resources in
every smart place. In Reference [73], definitions and trends of IoT are clearly stated, and IoT elements
such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), addressing schemes,
data storage, data analytics, and visualization are reviewed. IoT applications including personal,
home, enterprise, utilities, and mobile are also discussed. A cloud platform named Aneka is used to
demonstrated cloud resource provisioning and data analytics for IoT applications. Finally, challenges
such as architecture, energy efficient sensing, secure reprogrammable networks and privacy, quality of
service, new protocols, participatory sensing, data mining, GIS-based visualization, cloud computing,
and international activities are discussed in Reference [73]. Cloud-based IoT systems often encounter
issues such as scale, heterogeneity, latency, and security. These issues can be improved or addressed by
adding a layer between the IoT network and cloud services. Fog computing is a computing model to
address cloud-IoT issues [74]. In References [75], fog computing and IoT scenarios, such as connected
vehicle, smart grid, sensors, and actuators, are discussed. In Reference [76], the author reported that fog
computing is needed for companies in different industries to handle the computation issues between
IoT network and cloud network. In Reference [77], a smart e-Health Gateway is proposed to bring
intelligence to IoT-based healthcare systems. In Reference [78], a fog computing-based solution is
proposed based on Reference [77] by enhancing IoT-based healthcare applications in terms of energy
efficiency, performance, reliability, and interoperability. In our proposed architecture, IoT devices are
important building blocks of the proposed context-aware smart classrooms prototype, and the proposed
technology integration model is similar to the Fog computing model. With our proposed model,
different kinds of IoT devices and cloud computing resource and be easily linked to form new smart
classroom applications.

1.1.6. Smart Campus

In Reference [79], a smart campus sensor system was developed at the University of Glasgow
in the United Kingdom. The authored use Raspberry Pi to build sensor nodes called supersensors,
which are directly connected to multiple sensors and responsible for retrieving and transmitting sensor
data. The supersensors also behave autonomously to perform tasks such as dynamic reconfiguration
and communicating with other local devices. A microservice architecture as also proposed in Reference [79],
and a room temperature monitoring application based on the proposed architecture was also demonstrated
in Referenece [79]. In Reference [80], a smart campus IoT framework was proposed to address issues
related to energy consumption, classroom functionality, safety, and cybersecurity, and machine-learning
algorithms were employed in the proposed framework. In reference [81], an Android-based school
information system was made. The system provides functions such as notifications, location service,
emergency contact list, temperature monitoring, and water tank monitoring. In Reference [82], a fast-paced
development experience of a smart campus IoT platform was presented. Raspberry Pi, Arduino, sensor
modules, and commercial all-in-one sensor devices were used in the platform. Raspberry Pi was used
as a hub device, which is a bridge between sensor devices and cloud services. The authors of Reference [82]
state that even students with no prior IoT knowledge could build a generic IoT platform within a short
period. In Reference [83], the demand for a smart campus online teaching platform under the background
of the 5G network was analyzed, and an online teaching platform based on the four initiatives operation
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model was illustrated. In Referene [84], a smart campus service discovery algorithm on the situational
awareness system framework for smart campus was proposed. The authors of Reference [84] state that
the smart campus platform based on situational awareness can efficiently fuse perceptual data and can
make corresponding predictions of various behaviors.

2. Our Proposed Context-Aware Smart Classroom Architecture

The proposed architecture in this study contained three parts including a general smart classroom
prototype, a technology integration model and supporting measures for the integration model, and daily
operations of smart classrooms. The smart classroom prototype was designed based on our study
and the MCU Smart Classroom project. The technology integration model was a model to integrate
different technologies in a smart classroom for providing a unified structure to access underlying
devices in smart classrooms. The supporting measures, in terms of technology, are concepts and rules
necessary for smart classroom operations of the proposed model.

2.1. The Context-Aware Smart Classroom Prototype

In this subsection, a context-aware smart classroom prototype is proposed and discussed.
The prototype evolved from classroom types in the sequence of technology-rich classroom,
smart classroom, and smart classroom with context awareness. Features and functions of the prototype
classroom are described in the three sub-subsections, respectively. Since a large part of the proposed
prototype was based on the MCU Smart Classroom project. We use pictures taken from one of the MCU
Smart Classrooms to illustrate the concepts of the classroom prototype. In the pictures, the portions
link to the listed concepts in the prototype will be marked with white labels.

2.1.1. Basic Requirements of a Technology-Rich Classroom

A smart classroom is a technology-rich classroom to support classroom activities, including lecturing,
group discussion, presentation, and tele-education, with technology devices. The requirements to build
a basic technology-rich classroom are listed as follows:

1. Basic requirements for a comfortable teaching and learning environment, as shown in Figures 1
and 3.

• Whiteboards or blackboards for traditional lecturing.
• A lectern or a table for teacher.
• Swivel tablet chairs for different lecture style.
• Fans for air circulation.
• Air conditioner for temperature control.
• Lights should be divided into several sets with independent power switch.

2. Basic requirements for teaching with digital lecture material, as shown in Figure 2.

• A general purpose personal computer with popular operating system and software
applications installed and Internet connectivity.

• The computer is connected to at least two displays. One for controlling the computer,
the other is a large screen for all audience.

• The computer controlling display should have the multi-touch function for teachers to put
marks with fingers on the displayed contents during a lecture.

• Microphone for lecturing or presentation.
• An audio speaker which takes both the computer’s audio and microphone as a sound

input source.
• Video/audio switches for devices such as a notebook computer or DVD player.
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2.1.2. From a Technology-Rich Classroom to a Smart Classroom

When a classroom meets the basic requirements listed in the previous subsection, the classroom
is ready for most classroom activities, including lectures, discussions, interaction, presentations
and debate, supported by technology devices. A technology-rich classroom should have advanced
functions or features, such as tele-education, interactive, automation, IoT devices, learning systems,
environment control, and classroom management, to be a smart classroom. Technology or equipment
needed to achieve smart classroom functions are described as follows:

1. Device control, as shown in Figure 4

• Doors with controllable locks and access system based on ID cards or biometrics.
• Every device in the smart classroom should be remotely controllable, at least ON and OFF.
• There should be an all-in-one user interface for people in the classroom to control the devices in

the classroom.

2. Advanced interaction experience, as shown in Figure 5

• Besides the main large screen for lecturing, at least one more large screen with interactive
function for group discussion and presentation.

• The extra-large screens are not only for interaction activities but also better audience
experience when the classroom size is large. Therefore, a software or hardware solution for
synchronizing contents between large screens is needed.

• Wireless display function for projecting contents to large screens from mobile devices

3. Image and audio recording, as shown in Figure 6

• At least two cameras, one points to dais or lectern while the other points to the audience for
distance learning.

• Software or hardware to record the teacher’s computer desktop.
• Images from cameras and computer desktop can be recorded or live cast depending on

the smart classroom applications such as tele-education, webinar, courseware making,
class monitoring, security, attendance management, lecture quality evaluation, and other
image-based AI functions.
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2.1.3. Smart Classroom with Context Awareness

When environment parameters are changing, classrooms with context awareness should be able
to determine the reactions to take based on certain rules or AI algorithms. Therefore, a context-aware
smart classroom should have sensors to retrieve environment data and highly integrated with the school
information systems for getting user context.

1. An information board to show classroom context

• Classroom schedule should be shown in the information board. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 4a, the information about the classroom schedule is always correct even if a class is
canceled or moved to another classroom.

• Classroom physical environment parameters, such as CO2 level, humidity, and temperature,
can be shown in the information board, as shown in Figure 7.

2. Control actions should link to backend school information systems to get user context related to
the classroom.

• When the classroom is empty according to the correct classroom schedule from the school
information system, classroom door should be locked and all devices, except controlling
devices, should be turned off automatically to reduce energy consumption.

• When the classroom is not empty according to the correct classroom schedule from the school
information system, classroom door should be unlocked automatically and keep unlocked
until the class is over.

• The door access system should link to teachers and students’ private class schedule.
Teachers and students who get to the classroom before the class can unlock the door
and turn devices on with ID cards.

• When a user passes the door access system, devices in the classroom, which are essential to
a class, should be turned on automatically.

3. Environment parameters related to teaching and learning performance should link to
control actions

• CO2 level triggers or suggests exhaust fan actions.
• Temperature and humidity trigger or suggest air conditioner actions.
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• Illumine triggers or suggests light control actions.
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‘Show welcome message’

2.2. The Smart Classroom Technology Integration Model

The building blocks of a smart classroom are sensors and devices. Engineers need to use different
kinds of ways to access multiple devices to get accurate data or perform control actions in smart
classrooms. It takes complex actions to perform a simple task. A real case is to get the average
in-door temperature in a smart classroom remotely. To retrieve temperature level from different sensors,
such as the air conditioner, a high-level environment sensor, and a simple digital temperature sensor,
different communication technologies, such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Telnet, Secure Shell (SSH), RS485/422/232
serial communication, Modbus serial communications protocol, need to be used. It may not be a big
problem in labs of schools of engineering in the short term, but it will be a major problem for running
and maintaining a campus-wide smart classroom program in the long term because the integration
and maintenance cost will be very high. Therefore, in this subsection, a technology integration model
based on Raspberry Pi is proposed for the ease of smart classroom construction and smart classroom
application development in terms of computer technology. The four layers of the proposed technology
integration model are:

• Layer 1: The Device Integration Layer
• Layer 2: The Basic Operation Layer
• Layer 3: The Combo Operation Layer
• Layer 4: The Smart Classroom Application Layer

The proposed model provides standard rules to access underlying technologies from the top
layer remotely. The functions and definitions of each layer are explained from the bottom layer to
the top layer of this model. The layering concept is shown in Figure 8; the bottom layer of the proposed
model is layer 1, which is the Device Integration Layer. In this layer, the Raspberry Pi was used to
implement all direct device communications, including retrieve data from devices and send control
commands to devices, within the scope of a smart classroom. Communication procedures between
interfaces and protocols, such as TCP/UDP, Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C), Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI), General Purpose Input Output (GPIO), RS422/485/232, Modbus, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
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RFID, and ZigBee, should be implemented on the Raspberry Pi in this layer. All programming
languages supported by Raspbian can be used to implement the communication procedures.
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The second layer of this model is the Basic Operation Layer. As shown in Figure 8, in this layer,
the basic operations of a smart classroom were defined. All the defined operations were implemented
as web service calls with Python [37] and Flask [38] on Raspberry Pi boards. When a basic smart classroom
operation, such as turning off the air conditioner, is called through the web service call, the underlying
control commands to the devices related to the operation will be invoked by the corresponding Flask
route. With this layer, all direct device communications in layer 1 are hidden from users and applications.
By sending HTTP requests, users and application can perform basic smart classroom operations defined in
this layer. In the third layer, which is the Combo Operation Layer, basic operations are combined to form
a combo operation. As shown in Figure 8, operations involved in executing more than one basic operation,
which is defined in layer 2, should be defined and implemented in this layer. Therefore, a central web
server with database linkage is needed. Any web server, web application, and database technology
can be used to build this layer. The basic operations in layer 2 need to be registered in the database.
Combo operations should be implemented as web service calls on the central server. When a combo
operation, such as pull down projector screen and turn off lights near the projector screen, is called,
the layer 2 operation to pull down the projector screen and the layer 2 operation to turn off lights near
the projector screen are invoked by the corresponding layer 3 web service call. By sending HTTP requests
to the central server, users and application can perform combo smart classroom operations defined in
this layer. The top layer of this model is named Smart Classroom Application Layer. A smart classroom
application contains logics or means to determine ways of controlling smart classrooms. As shown in
Figure 8, applications related to user context, authentication, authorization, user interface, voice command,
attendance control, door access control, actions triggered by AI algorithms, actions trigger by management
rules, actions triggered by sensor data, and scheduled actions should be implemented in this layer.
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All layers in this model, components in each layer, and the interactions between components in different
layers are illustrated in Figure 8. Communication details between different devices and Raspberry Pi in
a smart classroom are handled in layer 1. Sensors or devices with the same function may have different
control protocols or communication standards in layer 1. With layer 2, a function, such as turn on air
conditioner number 1, can be defined as a basic operation for every smart classroom and implemented
as a unified web application interface. Therefore, even if air conditioners in smart classrooms have
different control protocols. Central control applications still can turn on the air conditioners in all smart
classrooms by sending a unified web application interface call with parameters such as classroom id.
Basic operations are registered in the database in layer 3. Therefore, combo operations in layer 3 can be
made based on basic operations in layer 2. Thus, a combo operation to turn off air conditioners in all smart
classroom can be easily defined and implemented in layer 3. Consequently, teachers, administrators,
and software developers only need to focus on developing high level or complex smart classroom
applications, such as AI applications, in layer 4. For example, if a teacher is developing context-aware
applications for smart classrooms under the proposed architecture, the teacher can get sensor data
through the standard web application interface calls defined in layer 3 and feed the retrieved data to
the self-developed application in real-time. When the context-aware application decides to control certain
devices in smart classrooms, related combo operations can be launched through the corresponding web
application interface calls defined in layer 3. The teacher does not need to know any control details in
layer 1.

2.3. Supporting Measures for the Proposed Architecture

The proposed model is a conceptual technology integration model and is beneficial to high
level and campus-wide smart classroom applications in terms of underlying technology integration.
This model is not intended for addressing issues such as security, networking, and daily operations.
Therefore, supporting measures are also proposed in this architecture for successfully adopting
the proposed classroom prototype and technology integration model in smart campus programs.
Two important supporting measures related to network configuration are:

• Device control network, which is layer 1 and layer 2 in the model, and normal network, which is
layer 3 or layer 4 in the model, should be at least logically separated in smart classrooms.

• Every classroom should have its own private network for device control, and the configuration of
the private network in every classroom should be identical.

In Figure 8, a network gateway is placed between layer 2 and layer 3, which means the network
design of the proposed model, in terms of device control, is based on IP network and every classroom
should have its own private IP network for device control and network traffic not related to classroom
device control should be separated from the device control network. The major reason to separate
control and the normal network is security. The public computer and IoT devices are both vulnerable.
However, normally IoT device vendors will not provide system patch as frequently as operating
system vendors. Even if an IoT device has a new security patch, it is still not having efficient methods,
such as automatic update, for massively deploying security patches to IoT devices. Therefore, it is
very dangerous and not recommended to put the classroom public computers and smart classroom
IoT devices in the same network. Multiple smart classrooms using the same IP network for device
control is also not recommended in the proposed architecture, which means every smart classroom
should have its own private network for device control and the configuration of the private network in
every classroom should be identical. The major reason for this policy is the efficiency of classroom
application development, device operation, and management. With this policy, the use of IP address
should be well planned for the devices in the control network because there will be only one private
network configuration for every classroom. For example, if projectors in every classroom are all using
192.168.50.100, and the Raspberry Pi boards in every classroom, which are responsible for controlling
the projector in the same classroom, are all using 192.168.50.2, the program and configuration related
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to sending control commands from the controlling Raspberry Pi to the controlled projector can be
used in all classrooms without any modification. Raspberry Pi boards, which are playing the same
role and performing identical functions in different smart classrooms, should have identical IP
configurations. This rule also applies to Layer 1 devices with the same model number and playing
the same role in the different smart classrooms. Therefore, device configuration and device control
procedure programming efforts can be minimized with this policy and the only network configuration
for device control differs from classroom to classroom is the external IP address of the NAT gateway
for each classroom. Therefore, the central control server only needs to know the external IP address of
each classroom for delivering layer 2 operation commands to each classroom.

Although the proposed architecture does not have other rules for issues related to network security
and management. Mechanisms helpful to enhance security and manageability while implementing
the proposed architecture still need to be considered, for example:

• It is recommended to use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption to protect web application
interface calls.

• It is recommended to implement mechanisms such as API keys for controlling access to layer 2
and layer 3 operations.

• It is recommended to implement or set IP and port-based access control rules for controlling access
to web application interface calls.

• It is recommended to take software-based Network address translation (NAT) solutions for
private network gateway in each classroom for providing flexibility and convenience of
future configuration.

• It is recommended to implement auto registration functions on Raspberry Pi boards for
auto-registering layer 2 operations to the central web server.

For running multiple smart classrooms in a smart campus, methods for rapidly handling
smart classroom related technical issues are important. Therefore, another important supporting
measure in the proposed architecture is to build a virtual smart classroom, logically or physically, for
technical support activities such as problem reproduction, problem resolving, device configuration,
device function validation, application development, and function experiment with using physical
smart classrooms. The concept of virtual smart classrooms can be helpful for building and running
many smart classrooms in a smart campus. Although a virtual smart classroom for technical support can
be a logic network environment with hardware and software or a physical environment, such as a lab,
for supporting daily operations of smart classrooms. The key point for a virtual smart classroom
to play a part in the smart classroom project is that the network configuration of the virtual smart
classroom should be the same with other smart classrooms like previous supporting measures requested,
which means the virtual smart classroom should be logically, in term of network, working like a real
smart classroom. Thus, software and hardware can be configured and well tested before deployed to
the real smart classrooms, which enables high quality and rapid technical support. Compare to other
works related to smart campus with similar architecture with this work [79,80,82]; this study is focused
on defining essential parts of a context-aware smart classroom prototype for supporting teaching
and learning activities. The technology integration model in this study is designed for implementing
and extending smart classroom functions and applications rapidly. With the supporting measures,
smart classroom deployment and management can be done efficiently.

3. An Implementation of the Proposed Architecture

In this section, a minimal implementation of the proposed architecture is used to demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed architecture. As shown in Figure 9, a simplified context-aware
smart classroom, which is named as H204, is designed based on the proposed smart classroom
prototype. A function of a sample control application is used for illustrating the operation procedures
in the proposed technology integration model, and a context-aware energy saving application is
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designed based on the proposed model. The network configuration in this implementation is following
the proposed supporting measures. Finally, a physical model house is demonstrated to explain
the concept of virtual smart classrooms. Devices in H204 are list as follows:

• A projector
• A motorized projector screen
• Four light sets which can be controlled separately
• Doors with electromagnetic locks
• RFID based door access control
• An exhaust fan
• An air conditioner
• A sensor for CO2 level and temperature
• A wall mount interactive board
• Three Raspberry Pi boards for device control
• An IP NAT gateway
• A Web Server in the university network
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The control path line in Figure 9 represents that a device is controlled by the connected Raspberry
Pi. A controlled device does not need to connect to the controlling Raspberry Pi directly. The ways
that Raspberry Pi communicate with the controlled devices are varied depending on the controlled
devices. Network configurations, such as Internet Protocol (IP) address, of Raspberry Pi boards are
also shown in Figure 9. The devices with Ethernet control interface or connected to an Ethernet bridge
are not illustrated in Figure 9. Three Raspberry Pi boards are used in the sample smart classroom.
Network configurations, the devices controlled by Raspberry Pi boards in Figure 9, and the way that
Raspberry Pi boards control the connected devices are described as follows:
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• Raspberry Pi 01: IP address is 192.168.50.2. The projector, projector screen, all four light sets are
controlled by Raspberry Pi 01.

• Raspberry Pi 02: IP address is 192.168.50.3. The interactive board and the environment sensors
are controlled by Raspberry Pi 02.

• Raspberry Pi 03: IP address is 192.168.50.4. The RFID tag reader is connected to Raspberry Pi 03.
Doors, air conditioner, and exhaust fan are controlled by Raspberry Pi 03.

• NAT Gateway: The private network of the sample smart classroom is 192.168.50.0/24. The IP
address of the network interface connecting to the private network is 192.168.50.1. The IP address
of the network interface connecting to the university network is 10.0.0.1.

• Web Server: The web server is located in the university network. The IP address of the web server
is 172.16.1.1

3.1. Device Integration Layer and Basic Operation Layer

Layer 1 is where various kinds of devices are located. In the proposed technology integration
model, all direct device control operation need to be implemented in layer 1. In this subsection,
physical and logical connections between controlled devices and Raspberry Pi boards in H204 are
described in Table A1. As shown in Table A1, devices with various kinds of control interfaces,
such as RS232, RS485, Modbus, TCP, GPIO, are linked to Raspberry Pi boards. And control commands
corresponding to device actions are sent from Raspberry Pi boards, by shell commands, programs,
python scripts, or PHP CLI scripts, to the controlled devices, including a projector, a motorized projector
screen, four light sets, an interactive board, a temperature sensor, a CO2 sensor, an exhaust fan, an air
conditioner, and electromagnetic door lock.

After control commands corresponding to actions on devices are implemented and tested on
Raspberry Pi boards in layer 1, layer 2 basic operations can be defined as a web application interface calls
and implemented with Python and Flask. The mappings of layer 1 device actions to the corresponding
layer 2 basic operation web application interface calls in H204 are shown in Table A2. With layer 2
basic operations web application interface calls and proper network configurations, device actions
in H204 can be called from the central web server. Then layer 3 combo operation web application
interface calls be defined and implemented on the central web server.

3.2. Combo Operation Layer and Smart Classroom Application Layer

In the proposed model, the Raspberry Pi boards are located in the smart classrooms’ private
network, and a central web server is necessary for implementing combo operations and controlling
all smart classrooms. The way for the central web server to access the layer 2 basic operations on
Raspberry Pi boards is the port redirection settings, as shown in Table A3, on the NAT gateways of
smart classrooms.

Table A4 is a sample for showing how layer 2 operations are registered on the central web server.
If the devices in a smart classroom do not need to be controlled outside the classroom, then the central
web server is not needed because layer 2 operations can be sent from a control device located physically
and logically in the smart classroom. However, the proposed smart classroom architecture is not
only for building one smart classroom. Therefore, a central web server for registering layer 2 basic
operations, defining layer 3 combo operations, and implementing other smart classroom control logics
are necessary for the proposed architecture. The way of registering and recording layer 2 operations
on the central web server can be implemented in different methods such as automatic register by
the Raspberry Pi boards or manually predefined.

Table A5 shows the way of implementing layer 3 combo operations on the central web server.
Once a combo operation is defined, it can be called by any other application by sending HTTP
requests. Multiple layer 2 basic operations will be triggered once a layer 3 combo operation is called.
Therefore, complex smart classroom control logics, such as context-aware applications, can also be
implemented, on or off the central web server, without any knowledge of direct device control.
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In Figure 10, the complete operation flow triggered by a Mobile App is demonstrated while a button
for turning on all devices in H204 is pressed. In procedure A, the Mobile App sends a web
application interface call to the central web server using classroom ID and layer 3 operation ID
as parameters. When the central web server takes the call, corresponding layer 2 operations are
founding in procedure B and C. Then the central web server sends multiple layer 2 operations,
which are HTTP requests, to the NAT gateway of H204. In procedure D, when the NAT gateway of
H204 gets the HTTP requests, addresses and ports are translated according to the port redirection
settings on the NAT gateway. Then the HTTP requests are forward to Raspberry Pi boards, as shown
in procedure E. Finally, in procedure F, the layer 2 operations are executed on the Raspberry Pi boards,
and the corresponding device control commands are executed. Therefore, all devices are turned on by
a simple click in a layer 4 smart classroom application. In Figure 11, the operations described above
are shown as a sequence diagram.
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3.3. Context-Aware Energy-Saving Smart Classroom Applications

In the previous subsection, the way of using the proposed architecture was explained with
a minimal implementation of a smart classroom called H204. For demonstrating that context-aware
energy-saving smart classrooms can be easily implemented with the proposed architecture,
an application for manually control classroom devices for saving energy in different teaching scenarios
and the logic of a context-aware energy saving application is described in this subsection. Figure 12
is a mobile application for teachers to set devices to predefined configurations in smart classrooms
for different teaching scenarios in H204. Different devices will be turned on or off depending on
the selected scenario. For example, when the teacher wants to use the whiteboard, then the projector
will be turned off, and the screen will be scrolled up. When the teacher wants to use the projector,
then the projector will be turned on, the screen will be scrolled down, and the lights near the screen also
need to be turned off. When the teacher wants students to have a group discussion with the interactive
boards, the projector will be turned off, the screen will be scrolled up, the interactive boards will be
turned on, and the lights near the interactive boards will be turned off. Table A5 implements functions
such as teaching with the projector (C0002), teaching with the whiteboard (C0003), group discussion
(C0004) and turn off everything (C0005) in H204. As shown in Table A5, devices not needed in certain
scenario will be turned off for saving energy.
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Figure 12. A mobile phone application for teachers to set devices to predefined configurations in
smart classrooms for different teaching scenarios. As the explanations in this figure, the functions of
the buttons in the top line from left to right are ‘Turn on everyyhing’, ‘Teach with projector’, ‘Teach with
whiteboard’, and ’Teach with projector and whiteboard’. The functions of the buttons in the bottom line
from left to right are ‘Group discussion using interactive boards’, ‘Presentation mode’, ‘Take a break’,
‘Turn off everything’.

Figure 13 shows the procedure of a context-aware energy-saving smart classroom application for
H204. The procedure scheduled to run once a minute. Devices in an empty classroom will be turned
off automatically for saving energy. Doors, fans, and air conditioners will be controlled depending on
sensor data and real-time classroom schedule. A very important thing for time-based energy saving
policy is that the classroom controlling application must link to the real-time dynamic classroom
schedule in the school information systems; otherwise, energy will still be wasted when the real
classroom schedule is changed for any reason. The idea of this energy saving application is based on
previous studies including References [58,66–69]. With the proposed model, low-level device control
details can be packed as web application interface calls. Therefore, if the campus or building provides
selectable energy source, high-level energy management control logic, such as Reference [63–65] can be
implemented as layer 4 applications in the proposed model without handling different kinds of device
control protocols.
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3.4. In-Campus Facial Recognition Service Integration

With the proposed technology integration model, applications can be easily integrated with smart
classrooms. For example, a door access control application based on facial recognition technology can
be easily implemented by integrating existing facial recognition cloud service and school information
system. Figure 14 shows the face registration screen of an in-campus facial recognition cloud service
made for smart meeting rooms. With the facial recognition cloud service, meeting attendance
registration in the smart meeting rooms can be done with face instead of RFID solutions. For smart
classrooms, a facial recognition client application can be implemented and deployed to the information
boards next to the front doors of smart classrooms.
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for facial recognition applications. In portion B, users need to enter user information, such as user type,
employee id, name, gender, and agree the ‘Personal Data Collection Agreement’. Then users press
button C to start to take photos. The program will take 5 photos in different angle. Then users press
button F to retake photos or press button E to finish the registration process.
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The client application captures faces with the camera on the information board, send the picture to
the backend cloud service, get the facial recognition results, then send L3 combo commands to control
smart classroom depending on the predefined rules. Figure 15 shows the procedure of the integrated
facial recognition application in smart classrooms. Teachers and students, who have registered their
face before and have class in this classroom, can unlock classroom door using their face instead of
RFID identity cards.

With the proposed technology integration model, low-level hardware control operations in smart
classrooms are defined as standard functions. High-level applications can access smart classroom
functions with web application interface calls. As a result, smart classroom functions can be easily
extended by linking different kinds of services.

3.5. Implementation of the Proposed Supporting Measures.

To implement the concept of the virtual smart classroom, which is one of the proposed supporting
measures, a model house was made. As shown in Figure 16, the model house is designed based on
the real smart classroom; application development and technical support related activities can be
performed with the model house while real smart classrooms are occupied frequently.
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Figure 17. Smart classroom model house demonstration in International Conference on Smart Campus
and Exhibition 2018. Most smart classroom functions are re-implemented with Raspberry Pi, Python,
and PHP: (a). Lights can be controlled separately with a mobile phone and control panel. A camera
toward the whiteboard is live streaming real-time classroom situation; (b) context-aware functions are
also implemented, fans on the model house are triggered by CO2 levels. The RFID reader is used to
control the door lock of the model house.

Figure 17 shows that the model house was demonstrated in a showcase of the International
Conference on Smart Campus and Exhibition in November 2018 (iCSC&E 2018) [85]. The model
house is playing an important part in smart classroom application development. With the model
house, most smart classroom applications can be developed and tested without going to a real smart
classroom. In this showcase, Raspberry Pi is used to re-implement most functions of the MCU Smart
Classroom. Although smart classroom functions are complicated combinations of various kinds of
device control actions. It takes less than two weeks to implement all the functions that are planned
to be demonstrated in iCSC&E 2018. As a result, Raspberry Pi has been proven as a very productive
tool for developing context-aware smart classroom applications, and a good model house can boost
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the process of developing smart classroom applications, which validates the concept of the virtual
smart classroom in the supporting measures of the proposed architecture.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x 26 of 34 
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A campus-wide view of the smart classrooms based on the proposed architecture is illustrated in
Figure 18. As the proposed supporting measures, all smart classrooms, including the virtual smart
classroom, use identical private network configurations. Devices in layer 1, which are responsible for
the same functions, are having identical configurations too. Therefore, devices configured and tested
in the virtual smart classroom can be replacement devices for any smart classroom in this architecture.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the only network configuration for device control network differs from
classroom to classroom is the external IP address of the NAT gateway for each classroom.

4. Conclusions

This work is the result of finding a solution for building smart classrooms in university
campuses. Studies related to smart classroom are reviewed and important factors, in terms of
technology and education for smart classrooms were found in some of the studies we have reviewed.
However, a campus-wide smart classroom construction solution cannot be found. Therefore, we design
and propose our own smart classroom architecture for building and maintaining smart classrooms
at the university campus in this work.

In Section 1, the concept of the smart campus is discussed and the works related to smart campus
definitions, such as References [1–6], are reviewed. In the subsection of background and related works,
the relationship between learning and environment factors are discussed in References [8–13,15,16],
including seating arrangement, and environmental factors, such as CO2 levels and temperature,
which are related to teaching and learning quality. Previous works related to smart classroom
technology issues were also reviewed, and models and architectures to address particular technical
issues were proposed or discussed in Reference [18–23]. Some technology related features important
to smart classrooms are discussed in Reference [24–31]. Studies related to solving technical issues
or to use technology to improve classroom activities, such as Referenence [32–35], were also reviewed.
References of the technologies used in this work, such as Raspberry Pi, Python, Flask, PHP, MariaDB,
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RFID, RS232, and RS485 can be found in References [7,37,38,48–50,52–54], and recent works related
to Flask, such as References [39–47], were also reviewed. In Reference [36], PI-SCLE was proposed
for understanding students’ preferences toward the smart classroom. Important factors of smart
classrooms can also be found in Reference [36]. Some studies related to context-aware and smart
classroom were also reviewed, such as References [55–57]. Works related to energy efficiency and energy
saving issues, such as Reference [58–69], were reviewed. In Reference [71–78], topics such as IoT,
Fog, and Cloud computing, which are important to this study, were discussed. At the end of
Section 1—Section 1.1.6—recent works related to platforms and frameworks for smart campuses,
such as References [79–84], were also ereviewed.

Although a suitable solution for building smart classrooms in university campuss was not found
in previous studies, important features related to smart classrooms, context awareness, and energy
savings discussed in the previous works are still significant for designing our proposed architecture.

The contribution of this work is that the proposed architecture is based on our study and MCU
Smart Classroom project. The architecture consists of a smart classroom prototype, a technology
integration model, and supporting measures for smart classroom operation. The smart classroom
prototype includes import classroom features based on the reviewed studies. The technology integration
model is novel and is suitable for massively constructing smart classrooms in university campuses.
As a result, the way of implementing the proposed architecture is detailed, illustrated and explained
with examples. Raspberry Pi was used as a key role in the proposed technology integration model.
The demonstration shows that Raspberry Pi is suitable for building context-aware energy saving
application for smart campus.

Although a feasible architecture was proposed in this work with examples for implantation,
mechanisms such as authentication and authorization were not defined in this architecture. Details for
data exchange in smart classroom application layers were not defined either. The security rules
and layer 4 data exchange scheme for this architecture are suitable topics for future works.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Connections between controlled devices and Raspberry Pi boards in layer 1.

Device L1 Device Control Path Controller

Projector [Projector][RS232]===[RS232][Adapter][USB]===[USB][RPi] RPi-01
Screen [Motor Unit][RS232]===[RS232][Adapter][USB]===[USB][RPi] RPi-01

Light 01 [Light][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][3.3V]===[GPIO][RPi] RPi-01
Light 02 [Light][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][3.3V]===[GPIO][RPi] RPi-01
Light 03 [Light][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][3.3V]===[GPIO][RPi] RPi-01
Light 04 [Light][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][3.3V]===[GPIO][RPi] RPi-01

Inter. Board [Inter. Board][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][TCP]===[TCP][RPi] RPi-02
Temp. Sensor [Sensor][RS485]==[RS485][Serial Gateway][ModBus]===[ModBus][RPi] RPi-02
CO2 Sensor [Sensor][RS485]==[RS485][Serial Gateway][ModBus]===[ModBus][RPi] RPi-02

Fan [Fan][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][TCP]===[TCP][RPi] RPi-03
Air Con. [Air Con][RS485]==[RS485][Serial Gateway][ModBus]===[ModBus][RPi] RPi-03

Door [EM Lock][110V]===[110V][Relay Mod][3.3V]===[GPIO][RPi] RPi-03
RFID Reader [RFID Reader][USB]==>[USB][RPi] RPi-03
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Table A2. Mappings of layer 1 device actions to the corresponding layer 2 basic operations.

Device L1 Action Controller L2 Basic Operation

Projector Power on RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/projector/on
Projector Power off RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/projector/off

Screen Scroll up RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/screen/up
Screen Scroll down RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/screen/down

Light 01 Power on RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/01/on
Light 01 Power off RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/01/off
Light 02 Power on RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/02/on
Light 02 Power off RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/02/off
Light 03 Power on RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/03/on
Light 03 Power off RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/03/off
Light 04 Power on RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/04/on
Light 04 Power off RPi-01 http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/05/off

Inter. Board Power on RPi-02 http://192.168.50.3:5000/board/on
Inter. Board Power off RPi-02 http://192.168.50.3:5000/board/off

Temp. Sensor Get Temp. RPi-02 http://192.168.50.3:5000/temp/get
CO2 Sensor Get CO2 level RPi-02 http://192.168.50.3:5000/co2/get

Fan Power on RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/fan/on
Fan Power off RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/fan/off

Air Con. Power on RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/aircon/on
Air Con. Power off RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/aircon/off

Door Lock RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/door/lock
Door Unlock RPi-03 http://192.168.50.4:5000/door/unlock

Table A3. Port redirection settings on the smart classroom NAT gateway.

Room ID Controller Ext. IP Ext. Port Dir. Private IP Service Port

H204 RPi-01 10.0.0.1 5001 Ô 192.168.50.2 5000
H204 RPi-02 10.0.0.1 5002 Ô 192.168.50.3 5000
H204 RPi-03 10.0.0.1 5003 Ô 192.168.50.4 5000

Table A4. Layer 2 basic operations registered on the central web server.

Room ID Device L1 Action Controller L2 Basic Operation

H204 Projector Power on RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/projector/on
H204 Projector Power off RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/projector/off
H204 Screen Scroll up RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/screen/up
H204 Screen Scroll down RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/screen/down
H204 Light 01 Power on RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/01/on
H204 Light 01 Power off RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/01/off
H204 Light 02 Power on RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/02/on
H204 Light 02 Power off RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/02/off
H204 Light 03 Power on RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/03/on
H204 Light 03 Power off RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/03/off
H204 Light 04 Power on RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/04/on
H204 Light 04 Power off RPi-01 http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/05/off
H204 Inter. Board Power on RPi-02 http://10.0.0.1:5002/board/on
H204 Inter. Board Power off RPi-02 http://10.0.0.1:5002/board/off
H204 Temp. Sensor Get Temp. RPi-02 http://10.0.0.1:5002/temp/get
H204 CO2 Sensor Get CO2 level RPi-02 http://10.0.0.1:5002/co2/get
H204 Fan Power on RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/fan/on
H204 Fan Power off RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/fan/off
H204 Air Con. Power on RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/aircon/on
H204 Air Con. Power off RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/aircon/off
H204 Door Lock RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/door/lock
H204 Door Unlock RPi-03 http://10.0.0.1:5003/door/unlock

1 {Room ID, Device, L1 Action} represents a unique layer 2 operation in a specific smart classroom

http://192.168.50.2:5000/projector/on
http://192.168.50.2:5000/projector/off
http://192.168.50.2:5000/screen/up
http://192.168.50.2:5000/screen/down
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/01/on
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/01/off
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/02/on
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/02/off
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/03/on
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/03/off
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/04/on
http://192.168.50.2:5000/light/05/off
http://192.168.50.3:5000/board/on
http://192.168.50.3:5000/board/off
http://192.168.50.3:5000/temp/get
http://192.168.50.3:5000/co2/get
http://192.168.50.4:5000/fan/on
http://192.168.50.4:5000/fan/off
http://192.168.50.4:5000/aircon/on
http://192.168.50.4:5000/aircon/off
http://192.168.50.4:5000/door/lock
http://192.168.50.4:5000/door/unlock
http://10.0.0.1:5001/projector/on
http://10.0.0.1:5001/projector/off
http://10.0.0.1:5001/screen/up
http://10.0.0.1:5001/screen/down
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/01/on
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/01/off
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/02/on
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/02/off
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/03/on
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/03/off
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/04/on
http://10.0.0.1:5001/light/05/off
http://10.0.0.1:5002/board/on
http://10.0.0.1:5002/board/off
http://10.0.0.1:5002/temp/get
http://10.0.0.1:5002/co2/get
http://10.0.0.1:5003/fan/on
http://10.0.0.1:5003/fan/off
http://10.0.0.1:5003/aircon/on
http://10.0.0.1:5003/aircon/off
http://10.0.0.1:5003/door/lock
http://10.0.0.1:5003/door/unlock
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Table A5. Layer 3 Combo operations configured on the central web server.

Room ID L3 OP ID Combo Operation L3 Operation and the Corresponding L2 Operations

H204 C0001 Turn On Everything

Layer 3: https://172.16.1.1/combo/H204/C001
Layer 2:

Projector on: {H204,Projector,Power on}
Screen down: {H204,Screen,Scroll down}

Light 01 on: {H204,Light 01,Power on}
Light 02 on: {H204,Light 02,Power on}
Light 03 on: {H204,Light 03,Power on}
Light 04 on: {H204,Light 04,Power on}

Interactive board on: {H204,Inter. Board,Power on}
Air Con on: {H204,Air Con,Power on}

Fan on: {H204,Fan,Power on}

H204 C0002 Use Projector

Layer 3: https://172.16.1.1/combo/H204/C002
Layer 2:

Projector on: {H204,Projector,Power on}
Screen down: {H204,Screen,Scroll down}
Light 01 off: {H204,Light 01,Power off}
Light 02 on: {H204,Light 02,Power on}
Light 03 on: {H204,Light 03,Power on}
Light 04 on: {H204,Light 04,Power on}

Interactive board off: {H204,Inter. Board,Power off}

H204 C0003 Use Whiteboard

Layer 3: https://172.16.1.1/combo/H204/C003
Layer 2:

Projector off: {H204,Projector,Power off}
Screen up: {H204,Screen,Scroll up}

Light 01 on: {H204,Light 01,Power on}
Light 02 on: {H204,Light 02,Power on}
Light 03 on: {H204,Light 03,Power on}
Light 04 on: {H204,Light 04,Power on}

Interactive board off: {H204,Inter. Board,Power off}

H204 C0004 Use Interactive Board
without Projector

Layer 3: https://172.16.1.1/combo/H204/C004
Layer 2:

Projector off: {H204, Projector, Power off}
Screen up: {H204,Screen,Scroll up}

Light 01 on: {H204,Light 01,Power on}
Light 02 off: {H204,Light 02,Power off}
Light 03 on: {H204,Light 03,Power on}
Light 04 on: {H204,Light 04,Power on}

Interactive board on: {H204,Inter. Board,Power on}

H204 C0005 Turn Off Everything

Layer 3: https://172.16.1.1/combo/H204/C005
Layer 2:

Projector off: {H204 Projector, Power off}
Screen off: {H204,Screen,Scroll up}

Light 01 off: {H204,Light 01,Power off}
Light 02 off: {H204,Light 02,Power off}
Light 03 off: {H204,Light 03,Power off}
Light 04 off: {H204,Light 04,Power off}

Interactive board off: {H204,Inter. Board,Power off}
Air Con off {H204 Air Con, Power off}

Fan off: {H204, Fan, Power off}
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